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President’s Report
Greg Findon
Well at last the weather is starting to come right and
we have been able to use the field, long may it
continue.
The flying field is in great condition, thanks to Peter
for his commitment to keeping the grass cut and
weeds sprayed.
The last session of indoor flying for
this year was held during the
month, only 10 members from the
four participating Clubs attended.
The overall attendance for the three
indoor nights of indoor flying this
year didn’t cover the hall hire costs.
For the past three years (16-18) the
Ashhurst, Levin and Feilding Clubs
have agreed to share any surplus or
deficit, for the first two years there was a surplus of
$145.00, however with this year’s deficit of $161.00,
the overall result is a deficit of $16.00. The attendance records show that support from our own Club
was very low and that indoor flying relies on the continued support of the other three Clubs. Before our
Club commits to indoor flying for 2019, the Committee will be seeking assurance with Ashhurst, Feilding
and Levin Clubs for their continued support.
The Club has the following events planned:

October Club Night
- 25 Oct - Palmerston North Hospital

November Club Night
- 22 Nov - BYO BBQ Flying Field

Awards and Christmas Function
- 14 Dec – Verdict Café

February Club Night 2019
– BYO BBQ Flying Field

Open Day 2019

More detail will be sent to members closer to the
dates.
September Club night, thanks to members who
attended and those that brought along their projects
to Show and Tell. The evening also gave an
opportunity to update members on Club affairs.
The Club has just purchased replacement
pads for our AED, a cost of $345.00. The
pads need to be replaced every two and
the battery every four years, the battery
cost is $600.00.
The Club’s Insurance was discussed, this is coming
up for renewal in October at a cost of $1,100.00.
Before renewing the Committee will discuss if there
are alternative options. All members will be given the
opportunity to have their input.
The Committee still needs a Treasurer,
please let me know if you would like to
take on the position.
Birthday Greetings, on my list there were
no
Club
members that had
birthdays
in
September, however the following
Club members are
having birthdays in
October,
Kevin
Burrows,
Bruce
Withell and Bruce
Woodfield.
Congratulations to you all, I hope
you have a great day.
To all members, the weather is improving so let’s get
out to the field and enjoy ourselves.
Regards, Greg Findon
President, PN Aeroneers

- 24 Mar 2019
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Club Captain’s Report
Peter Vining
It has been good to get back into regular flying again. The strip is in good
condition so let’s have a great summer.
There have been three or four new model flyers looking to join so if you see a
stranger out at the field refer him or her to Greg or myself.
I would recommend to members to check out your aircraft at home. Run up the motor and check the battery voltage. After a long lay up some problems may have occurred.
If anyone wants to learn basic aerobatics let me know and I will help you get
started.

early on your calendar.
Peter Vining
Club Captain
September 2018

This year’s Christmas function and Prize-giving is on 14
December at The Verdict Café. This is a BYO restaurant and the corkage fee is included in your meal ticket
price. The food here is very good so pencil this date

DECEMBER
Palmerston North Aeroneers

14

Christmas
Function &
Prizegiving

Wayne’s Pawnee
This Pawnee is a Bill Hempel design,
third scale, 3 metre wing span ARF,
suggested motor 60 – 80cc petrol I
fitted a 120cc twin mostly for aerotowing reasons. It flies very nice. I
have also added an onboard electric
starter, the extra weight doesn’t
seem to affect its flying at all but
make for easy starting. The extra
power enables me to tow up the
larger Gliders with ease. I have
needed to beef up the fire wall /
engine mount area and I also
modified the wing struts so the fold
away for transport. Its a good fun
plane to fly.
Aerial photos supplied by
Andy from Taranaki and Glen from Kapiti.
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From the Editors Desk
Linda Lambess
The Christmas silly season is fast approaching and I
have seen the odd Christmas items in the shops.
Great for those of us who like our crafts but are
people really interested in Christmas decorations
this early. Don’t get me wrong—I love Christmas
and have more than my share of decorations and
my Christmas tree traditionally goes up the first
weekend of December. Our tree is a memory tree
with decorations from my grandparents, parents,
memories of loved ones and of trips away. The
many decorations are very varied and most tell a
story.
We recently had a visit from a fellow modeller who
had brought the latest and greatest transmitter but
was unable to get it to work. After Ivan and friend
had spent some time looking and pushing buttons
over a coffee, I was then brought into the
discussion.
The answer to me was obvious—
obvious because I had no idea of what I thought I
should be seeing.
This transmitter must be
connected to the net and updated through an app
from the App Store. The Spektrum iX12 is state of
the art and certainly worth checking out the website. The way technology is moving you guys will be
out on the flying strip and still seeing the message
from “she who should be obeyed” reminding you
that the lawns need moving.
Ivan and I called into the Kapiti Club a couple of

weeks ago—just happened to have the B17 on
board. Thank you to the club members down there
who made us welcome. Ivan had a couple of flights
before the sea breeze started to come in. Makes
one appreciate the Colyton strip with its open farmland. Their strip is in the Queen Elizabeth Park
tucked away amongst the hills.
The committee have a few things on the social
calendar over the next few months. We have plenty
of notice so please put them into your diary and
keep an eye on the website. I do endeavour to update this at least weekly with flying conditions,
events and items of interest to club members and
public. Last month we had 540 home page hits from
all around the world. The quietest day was September 13th with only 13 hits but Sunday 23rd there
were 70 hits. 68% of people only checked out the
home page.
Ivan will be indoor flying this Thursday at the Horowhenua Stadium (Levin Showgrounds) so will get
his weekly flying fix even if the weather isn’t good.
Everyone is welcome—see the flyer on page 10.
Looking forward to catching up soon, don’t forget to
send me some gossip, building or flying hit or anything you think will be of interest.
Happy Landings,
Linda

Tomboy Results
16 SEPTEMBER 2018
From Bruce

Flemming

Flight 1
18/-

Peter

16/5

Bruce
Greg
Philip

Flight 2
18/5

Flight 3
18/-

Total
59

YTD
317

15/-

16/5

57

243

20/-

16/-

20/-

56

266

15/-

20/-

15/-

50

218
84
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2M GLIDER COMPETITION
9 SEPTEMBER 2018
from Ladderman

The window on the dashboard of my car read 4ºC as
I drove to Modelport this morning. As usual there
was no wind when I arrived, so I set up my
aeroplanes and waited for the wind direction to be
indicated. There was panic for a while when the
Club's bungee was discovered to be missing from
the Clubhouse, but Greg soon arrived with his
bungee just as a nice NW breeze evidenced itself.
The bungee and the landing circle were soon set up
and Merv was first aloft to demonstrate that which
we all suspected - rising air currents were going to
be hard to find. During the morning the wind
veered and the bungee anchor point was shifted
twice towards the west and eventually the launch
point was shifted East. The wind speed increased
and became quite turbulent.
Bruce's receiver battery was flat, so he tried to fly
Greg's Vista and promptly crashed it, so he set up
the Club's Vista which Greg and Bruce flew for five

Pilot

flights. This Glider flew very well - missing only one
circle.
Wayne flew his new Miles 2m Competition Glider
which proved unbeatable such that Wayne scored
only 4 seconds shy of the possible score. Not only is
Wayne's Miles a superb Glider, but also it is superbly
finished. Congratulations Wayne. For details of this
Glider see http://www.kennedycomposites.com/
instructions/miles-rev-B.pdf
Phil did most of the bungee retrievals, but everyone

Next competition
7 October
wEATHER PERMITTING

3 minutes

4 minutes

5 minutes

Total

YTD

Wayne Bilham

3:00 - 50

3:56 - 50

5:00 - 50

866

866

Merv Matthews

2:21 - 50

1:44 - 50

3:52 - 50

627

2394

Bruce Woodfield

2:56 - 50

3:26 - 50

1:35

577

3046

Philip Pearpoint

1:15 - 50

3:56 - 50

2:22

553

1655

Peter Vining

2:10 - 50

2:37

2:29 - 50

536

2829

Mike Randell

1:35 - 50

2:03 - 50

2:08 - 50

514

2327

Greg Findon

1:21

1:51- 50

2:51 - 50

436

2074

Bruce McKay

2504

Flemming Ravn

997

Alvah Brickhill

925

Brad Pearpoint

559

Bruce Fryer

449

Wayne's Miles - 777g, Ladderman's Vista - 745g,
Greg's Vista - 1005g, Aeroneer's Vista - 1030g.
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Indoor

Tuesday 4 September

A wide variety of models took to
the air, although we missed the
rubber band variety.
Ivan’s cub and a 3D flyer had
an encounter, the cub lost out
in that battle.
Once again, thanks to those
who organised and to those
who attended.

This was the last indoor flying for the season at
the Pascal Street Stadium.
For anyone interested the Levin Model Club have
indoor flying on the first Thursday of each month
1pm—3 pm. See page 13 for details.
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Buddy Box
Congratulations to the Job family on the arrival of
a beautiful daughter, Antonia, born 26 April 2018.
Hope Graham and Karina are getting some sleep.
Big brother Mason is “helping” with his little sister
and grandparents are getting lots of cuddles.

Ivan’s B17 has a new flying buddy, Des

Test your lateral thinking!

Drink Driving:
I would like to share an experience with you about drinking and
driving, and you should all take
heed.
As you well know, some of us
have been known to have had
brushes with the authorities on
our way home from the odd social session over the years. A
couple of nights ago I was out
for a few drinks with some
friends at a downtown watering
hole and had a few too many
beers and some rather nice red
wine.
Knowing full well I may have
been slightly over the limit, I did
something I have never done
before: I too a bus home.

Answers on page 11

Suyre enough we passed a police
roadblock, but, since it was a
bus, they waved it past. I arrived
home safely without incident,
which has a real surprise because I have never driven a bus
before and am not sure where I
got it.
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Please flip the sign
Many of you have been to the good ol’ US of A and possibly some have been to a Bubba Gump
Shrimp Restaurant. This is now an international chain of restaurants based on the Forrest Gump
movie.
They have a simple practise—when you want service you flip the sign Stop Forrest Stop—when you
do not require anything it is Run Forrest Run. SIMPLE.

Now when you arrive at the flying field can the first person think of Forrest
Gump and flip the sign to Take Care, we are flying. Then the last person
change it back. SIMPLE.

Reaching
out
Need a simple, inexpensive tool to install
a nut in a hard-to-reach place?
Take a length of 2-56 rod that’s threaded on
one end, and attach a plastic or nylon clevis.
Remove the part of the clevis without the pin,
and you’ll have a small “finger” that will hold a
nut or blind nut. You
can bend the rod to
almost any shape to
get the nut where
needed.

WANTED
Wanted—photos, articles, letters to the editor,
links to articles or videos, jokes —
ANYTHING!
Everyone of you have a story What project are you working on?
Is there anything interesting you have read
online that you should share with your fellow
modellers?

www.modelairplanenews.com
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Gliding to 76,000”
Pilots took the carbon-fibre sailplane named
Perlan 2 to 76,124 feet - 23,202 metres - above
Patagonia in Argentina, project backer Airbus
said, smashing two of its own previous records.
Pilots Jim Payne and Tim Gardner flew higher
than even the US Air Force's U2 spy plane
aircraft, which topped out at 73,737 feet in 1989,
the aircraft manufacturer said.
In erasing its own two records, the pressurised
glider crossed the "Armstrong limit," the
threshold between 59,000 and 62,000 feet above
sea level, where blood boils without insulation.
Pilots have taken the carbon-fibre sailplane named Perlan 2
to over 76,000 feet - 23,164 metres - above Patagonia in
Argentina.
CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
Perlan 2, benefitting from the lessons learned on Perlan 1’s ascent,
incorporates a pressurized cabin to allow its pilots to enjoy unencumbered flight, with full control over stick and rudder, and many
small switches. The cabin pressure of 8.5 pounds per square inch
(psi) gives a cabin atmosphere equal to flight at about 14,000 feet.
With an empty weight of 1,500 pounds, and a wing area of 262
square feet, the 84-foot span machine is amazingly light for the
structural strength required for stratospheric flight.
With more wing area than a conventional sailplane, it would stay
aloft, but never compete with such craft at lower altitudes. But in
the thin air at 90,000 feet, with 98 percent of the earth’s atmosphere beneath it, it will be unrivalled. Because it carries two into a
very hazardous realm, it is equipped with specialized equipment,
including dual-redundant oxygen rebreathers, a drogue parachute
to allow rapid descent in the unlikely emergency, and a ballistic
chute for a lower-altitude emergency descent.
STATISTICS
Crew 2
Cabin Pressure 8.5 PSID
Empty Weight 1500 lbs
Gross Weight 2000 lbs
Wing Span 84 ft
Wing Area 263 sq ft
Aspect Ratio 27
Wing Incidence 1.5 °
Horiz. Tail Incidence -0.5 °
EQUIPMENT
To do scientific research at the
edge of space while keeping
the crew safe the Perlan 2 has
been equipped with:
Cabin pressure regulator and
air bottle.

Re-breather system for life

support.

Tail drogue parachute and BRS
parachute.

High altitude radar transponder
by Sandia Aerospace.
Instrumentation and lighting to
fly at night by Whelen
Engineering.

Data loggers to validate world
record, LX-9000.
Scientific instrumentation.

Cameras to record
meteorological conditions.
Lithium-ion rechargeable
batteries.

Telemetry to communicate with
mission control and scientists on
the ground.

Aiming to break the 42-year-old altitude record
of 85,000 feet set by the SR-71 Blackbird jet,
Perlan 2 exploited massive seasonal wind
currents ripping in from the Pacific.
During the late South American winter, those
waves roll east across the Andean cordillera and,
after sweeping the mountains, merge with
cyclonic high-altitude winds from Antarctica.
With an assist from that polar vortex, the
combined energy creates a supercharged thrust
capable of surging more than 100,000 feet 30,480m - into the stratosphere.
Airbus was hoping to scale those heights with the
10m-long, 771 kilogram plane - aerodynamic
ingenuity distinguished by its 25m wingspan.
Built in Oregon and based in Minden, Nevada,
Perlan 2 and its rotating two-man crews began
the assault on the Blackbird spy plane's record
amid Spartan conditions in the Argentine outback
in 2016.
Miguel Iturmendi, a certified training examiner
for SIMCOM Aviation in Orlando, was a charter
team member.
The 2018 campaign was an extension of a
journey begun more than a decade ago by
aviation pioneer Steve Fossett and one-time Nasa
pilot Einar Enevoldsen.
In 2006, the duo set an altitude record for an
airplane without an engine by guiding Perlan 2's
predecessor up to 50,727 feet.
Fossett, whose 91 world records included
circumnavigations of the Earth by balloon, plane,
and sea, died during a solo flight over California's
Sierra Nevada mountain range in 2008.
Enevoldson was the founder and chairman of the
board of the Perlan 2 team.
In continuing what Fossett and Enevoldson
started, mission designers had been setting
logistical records this year as well.
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Stall Turn

3

Just
before the model
loses its vertical
speed, kick in (in
this case) right
rudder to
reverse directions.

2

Climb
straight up: upline height is up
to you.

4

Down
line should be
equal in length
to the up-line.

1

Enter
with wings
level and pull
into a 1/4 loop.

There are not many
Palmerston
North
Aeroneers Club members
entered into the loop roll
competition.

5

Pull out at
the same
altitude at which
the model
entered.

You don’t need to
photograph the aerobatic
manoeuvre just you and
your aircraft. Give it a
go.
Get a friend or
family member to take
the photo and send it in.
See page 14 for details.

BY JOHN GLEZELLIS
ILLUSTRATION BY FX
MODELS & CHROME CITY
STUDIOS
The stall turn (sometimes
also referred to as the
“hammer-head”) can be
broken down into five
steps. While this
manoeuvre may seem fairly
easy, it can be rather
difficult to perform time
and time again.
Let’s begin!
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Stall Turn
The basic stall turn is performed by pulling the model
to a vertical up-line. This 1/4 loop should be fairly
gradual in radius and not be abrupt. Once the model
is tracking on a perfectly vertical up-line, slowly decrease the power. Then, while traveling vertically and
before the airplane comes to a complete stop, add
rudder to pivot the aircraft 180 degrees. Now, let the
aircraft track on the down-line. Lastly, perform a 1/4
loop to horizontal upright level-flight that matches
the same altitude at which the manoeuvre began. It
may be hard to believe, but this manoeuvre is not as
easy to perform as it looks; here’s why:

3 Once the model is about to stop traveling on the
vertical up-line, apply full rudder deflection. Tip: It is
always best to stall the model (turn the aircraft) into
the wind to ensure that the model will not “flop” over
the top of the manoeuvre. Once the airplane pivots
about 170 degrees, begin to release some rudder input. When the model pivots a complete 180 degrees,
most of the rudder input should be released. Sometimes pilots find it helpful to hold a little rudder input
a bit longer so the aircraft will not display the pendulum effect. Depending on the model you’re flying,
you may find this helpful and/or required.

When performing the traditional stall turn, you must
ensure that the aircraft is tracking in a manner that is
parallel to the runway and that the model’s wings are
level to the horizon. If the wings are not perfectly
level and you pull the stick back to perform the quarter loop to establish a vertical up-line, the model will
be tilted. You’ll then need to apply rudder input to
correct the model’s flight path. If this were a competition, points would be lost. All in all, make sure the
wings of the model are level before attempting all
aerobatic manoeuvres.

4 The length of the vertical down-line should be the
same as it was on the vertical up-line. The throttle
should remain at idle until the exit radius has been
started.
5 To complete this manoeuvre, perform a gentle 1/4
loop that is the same size as the one performed in
step 1. This way, the model will exit in a manner that
is parallel to the runway. Remember, the airplane
should also exit as the same altitude in which it entered the manoeuvre. Now you’ll see that the model
is traveling in the opposite direction!

EXECUTING THE STALL TURN
As with all new manoeuvres, it’s best to perform at a
high altitude until you are familiar with each move. In
this example, we’ll perform the stall turn from left to
right, parallel to the runway.
1 Once you’ve determined that the model is flying
parallel to the runway and that the wings are level,
increase the throttle to full power and perform a gentle 1/4 loop to a vertical up-line. Please note, however, that attention must be given to the size of this 1/4
loop, as you will have to perform the same radius to
exit the manoeuvre later in step 5.
2 Now that the airplane is tracking perfectly vertical,
slowly decrease the power. While the length of this
vertical line is entirely up to you, remember that you
do not want to make the vertical line very long, as
the airplane may drift while on the up-line (this will
require many small corrections). Also, if the vertical
line is too short, the manoeuvre will look “rushed.”
Generally, this vertical up-line should last about 3 to
4 seconds before the throttle is pulled back.

Parachute Dilemma
There were three passengers in a light aircraft but
only two parachutes.
The first, Seamus, was the Irish Master Mind
Champion.
The second, Larry, was an American Hall of Footballer.
The third, Bruce, was an Australian dual Olympic
Games Champion.
The conversation went thus, Seamus said, 'There
have been many American Hall of fame footballers
and several people have won Olympic Gold medals, but there has only ever been one Irish Master
Mind Champion. So I'll take the first parachute
and you two can fight it out for the last
one' . With that Seamus took a parachute and
leapt out of the plane, which incidentally, by now
was in considerable distress.
'How shall we decide who has the last parachute?' , Larry asked Bruce. 'No worries' , Bruce
said, 'Yonder Irish Master Mind Champion has
jumped out with my rucksack'.
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Buddy Box

Annual Maintenance time Spitfire PV270
at Biggin Hill Hangar, RNZAF Ohakea
1944 Supermarine Spitfire IX
Built: September 1944 – Castle Bromwich factory
Top speed: 650 kms/hr
Powerplant: Rolls Royce Merlin 70 of 1,720 hp
Wingspan: 9.90 m
Length: 9.47m
Height: 3.86m
Served: Royal Air Force, Italian Air Force,
Israeli Air Force, Burmese Air Force

Answers to quiz on page 8
Seven seas
Split level
Forgive and forget
Missing you
Downtown
Lucky break
He’s by himself
See through blouse
First aid
West Indies
6 feet under
Backward glance
Tricycle
Reading between the lines
Crossroads

Three degrees below zero
Neon lights
Just between you and me
One in a million
Broken promise
You are out of touch
Life begins at 40
Jack in a box
Growing economy
Up before 8
Just around the corner
Apple pie
Making up for lost time
Standing ovation
I understand you undertake
to undermine

Under the weather

Hoping the forecast
is looking brighter

School holidays and
more kids out on the
rural roads please take
care when driving to and
from the field. Please
stick to 60 kms down
Spur Road .
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Calendar and Events of
Interest

October
7 October - 2 metre gliders
14 October - Tomboy and vintage
17 October - Committee meeting
21 October - Radian, cub and scale
22 October – Labour day flying
25 October - Club night — Palmerston North
Hospital
28 October - Combat and assassin
31 October - Deadline Servo Chatter
1 November - November Servo Chatter will be
online

November
4 November - 2 metre gliders
11 November - Tomboy and vintage
18 November - Radian, cub and scale
21 November - Committee meeting
25 November - Combat and assassin
28 November - Club night - BYO BBQ at flying
field
30 November - Deadline Servo Chatter
1 December - December Servo Chatter will be
online

Check our website for update information:
www.aeroneers.com
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Events of Interest

Our only public flying display this
Summer will be at Wings Over
Wairarapa airshow at Hood
Aerodrome, 22-24th February 2019.
Come and see us fly!

DECEMBER
Palmerston North
Aeroneers

14

Christmas
Function &
Prizegiving

Palmerston North Aeroneers

Open Day

Sunday 24 March 2019,
10 am-4 pm
Rain off day 31 March
End of Spur Road West, Colyton
More information next Servo Chatter
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Your Committee and Other
Important Information
Club address—club no longer has a P.O. Box number

Club Website: www.aeroneers.com
Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com

Committee
President:
Greg Findon, 06 356 1571
president@aeroneers.com
Vice President:
Bruce Woodfield, 029 357 8039
vicepresident@aeroneers.com
Treasurer:
treasurer@aeroneers.com
Secretary
Bruce Withell, 358 3202
secretary@aeroneers.com
Club Captain:
Peter Vining, 027 443 2378
Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com
Webmaster:
Tama Randell, 027 2920363
Servo Chatter Editor
and Website Updates
Linda Lambess, 06 3626513
021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com
Committee:
Alvah Brickhill, 021 0522875
Tama Randell, 027 2920363
Phil Pearpoint, 06 3239093

Club Flying Site:
End of Spur Road West, Colyton.

Subscriptions
Senior Membership $140 (this subs include the $75
NZMAA affiliation)
Family Membership
$145
Junior (under 18) $40
Associate $40
Associate Flying $65
Subs are per annum.
Please pay Clive Martis or any committee member
or online to Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00
Palmerston North Aeroneers.
Don’t forget to
include your name in the details box.
Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise
Greg of your payment.
You need to be a paid member to fly at the
club airfield.
The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the
NZMAA prior to March 31 to ensure all club
members are covered by the MFNZ public liability
insurance.

Club hats
and shirts
Club hats and shirts are
available.
Hat - $15
Your typical fisherman “Gilligan” style.

The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every
care is taken to ensure accuracy, but the club will not be
responsible for the content of advertisements or any material
contained therein. The editor reserves the right of publication.

Shirt - $30
They are 100% Dri-zone polyester,
anti-snag and moisture wicking.
UPF rating 50+.
See a committee member.
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